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Among the humanities, art history is one of the youngest academic disciplines. Its establishment in the university education system started in Germany around the mid-nineteenth century, and by the 1870s, when the first chairs were instituted at universities such as Leipzig, Berlin and Vienna, it was finally acknowledged as a fully-fledged discipline. Although the historical perspective of art, artists, styles, and artistic developments had a long tradition, dating back to the Early Modern period, art history was not considered a “science” before scholars such as Franz Kugler and Carl Schnaase started to underlay their art-historical studies with discipline-specific methodological and theoretical principles. Their intention was on the one hand to equate art history with the natural sciences by applying more stringent research methods, and on the other to concede an epistemic quality to art history by exploring it as an integral part of general or “world” history. The first university institutes dedicated to the new discipline were founded against the backdrop of its academic consolidation. This was the case with the appointment of Anton Springer as the first full professor of art history at the University of Strasbourg in 1872. The affiliation with the university system compulsorily required the institutes to serve as both research and education vehicles. In terms of equipping the institutes with libraries, this relationship does not seem to have been balanced. Only a few institutes’ libraries fulfilled the requirements of discipline-oriented research, while most of them served rather as modest collections of educational books. Despite the uncontested upsurge of art history as an academic discipline and the embedding of related research in university institutes, an analogous emergence of an adequate institutionalized library typos was not seen in these early years. On the contrary, university library representatives did not consider it necessary to support the development of research-oriented specialized libraries in competition – not least financial – with central university libraries.

Universities differed remarkably in the quality of their libraries. For the young Aby Warburg the apparently reader-friendly system of the well-equipped libraries at the University of Strasbourg was decisive when he chose it as the place to pursue his studies on artistic culture in the age of humanism. According to Warburg’s student and collaborator Fritz Saxl, it was the particular accumulation of several institutes with libraries in the same building in Strasbourg that embodied the idea of a comprehensive, multidisciplinary library for cultural studies, later emerging from Warburg’s private book collection. Without doubt, Warburg is the most prominent scholar who repeatedly emphasized the interrelatedness of research and libraries, the latter in terms of the quality of the collections and infrastructure, and who developed not only revolutionary methods for investigating cultural history but also an innovative concept for a related research library. His own library, as Saxl explained in 1930, aided research on one central topic, namely the afterlife of antiquity, interrogated with methodological traditions from different disciplines. The book and image collection thereby ‘represented’ this topic in the form of title selection and spatial collocation. Warburg’s library, however, can hardly be labeled an art library despite the fact that art and art history play a prominent role in the book collection. Moreover, the concept of the library was shaped through an interesting personal alliance with the birth of the first art-historical research libraries. One of Warburg’s most important experiences in this context was presumably the foundation of the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florence, coinciding with his Florentine sojourns in 1893-1895 and 1897-1904. Although the Kunsthistorisches Institut today ranks among the leading research institutes for art history worldwide, it was founded predominantly as a research library combined with an image collection according to the standards of that time. Following the “call for the foundation of an art history institute,” signed by around thirty leading scholars from universities and museums in European countries in 1893, the new institute was meant to support the work of scientists and give guidance to students of art history by providing a book and image collection in appropriate and comfortable spaces. All this was planned to occur in the “most distinguished place for art-historical studies” where such an institution was missing: Florence. In the style of already existing German
Stationen for historical and archeological studies in Rome, the new Institute and its library were thus to support research in situ and provide a home to recent studies exclusively on Italian, and in particular Florentine, art. How was this very early – if not first – research library for art history organized?

Akin to Warburg’s innovative concept of dedicating his library to one topic, the founding of the Kunsthistorisches Institut was no less innovative in focusing on the artistic history of one location. Furthermore, it was the first independent art library for research with no functional link to a superordinate institution such as a university or a museum, built and designed ex novo with no reference model (fig. 1). Such circumstances might suggest that the library was founded and developed in an uncommon spirit of freedom and creativity. However, the development of this early example of an art library was predominantly determined by the very modest finance and allocation conditions and less so by methodological concepts. Unlike Aby Warburg, whose family background allowed him to invest considerable sums of money in his private library, the custodians of the young institute relied to a great extent on donations and inheritances when they started to compile a book and image collection for art-historical studies in Florence. Nevertheless, the acquisitions made in the first twenty years reveal the pursuit of a discernable plan. Complementing extensive studies in Florentine archives, carried out by scholars working at the institute, particular attention was paid to antiquarian acquisitions of sourcebooks.

Not surprisingly, the topography of Florence, museum and collection catalogues, and monographs on Italian artists also played an important role. Moreover, reference books and a few journals were gradually added. In short, the acquisition policy was to collect as much literature as possible on predominantly Florentine art, history and culture, with a focus on the Early Modern period, and thus to become the “physical” counterpart to an “abstract” and merely referential overview of existing literature in a corresponding bibliography. Connoisseurship and expert knowledge were the most significant parameters. All library work – acquisition, cataloguing, and collocation – was in the hands of the first director, Heinrich Brockhaus (assisted by fellows and a “curator” from 1901), who performed these duties without any professional background in librarianship.

This seems to have been a widespread phenomenon in the faculty libraries of German universities and was the subject of controversial discussions on the professionalization of librarianship in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Also Aby Warburg’s assistants, who helped him to organize his library from 1904 onwards, included scholars (Paul Hübner, Wilhelm Waetzoldt) and competent practitioners, but not professional librarians. There are, however, some counterexamples, such as the library of the German Institute of History in Rome (founded in 1888) where, as early as 1902, a trained librarian began compiling a suitable catalogue, while acquisition remained in the hands of the institute’s director. In Florence, there was initially no similar division of expertise and thus, as the collection increased, the lack of professionalism in genuine library fields — cataloguing work and the systematic ordering of the bookshelves — became a serious problem.

Brockhaus’ first classification of the library’s holdings was later highly criticized as it did not follow canonical examples, nor was it particularly sophisticated. In view of the manageable number of volumes in the years around 1900, and thanks to the strong focus on Italian (and in particular Florentine)
art history, a simple hierarchical schema of four main classes (arts, people, places and topics) – albeit unbalanced in terms of the quantity of the related literature – seemed sufficient. However, as early as 1912, this system was criticized as “inexpedient”. Was this a consequence of the discussions on “theoretical and practical requirements for classification in the arts” started at the Eighth International Congress for Art History in 1907? It was not library matters but the demand for bibliographies of recent publications in annual reports that provoked reflection on appropriate subject classification, though this predominantly concerned books. In other words, an internationally accepted standard for “ordering art literature” according to the logic of the discipline was the goal of the work of a commission of which Aby Warburg was a member. Two years later, at the Ninth Congress in Munich, the result – the Rahmen-Systematik der Kunstwissenschaften – was presented and discussed: it was a non-hierarchical, multi-topic classification that could in theory be adapted for shelf ordering in libraries too. Brockhaus attended the first congress in 1907 but not the more important second one in 1909. His follower, Hans von der Gabelenz, however, attended this, and under his guidance the new shelf classification was introduced in 1912. The counter-model to Brockhaus’ system, developed by Christian Hülsen, now consisted of twenty four classes without subclasses in order to enhance the clarity of the arrangement and to facilitate the maintenance of the collection. The second part of Hülsen’s reform was the creation of a hitherto missing shelf catalogue. The significance of these two elements – proper shelf classification and adequate catalogues – which are indispensable complements to the book collection in a research library, was apparently recognized and an attempt to implement them was made still despite the lack of more profound expertise in librarianship. However, World War I and the consequent sequestration of the Institute’s holdings in the years from 1915 to 1922 prevented the completion of all these plans. Later, in 1929, the director’s assistant, Curt Heinrich Weigelt, who was responsible for the library from 1923, unequivocally revealed the desolate situation of the library, and in particular the serious shortcomings of the catalogues which necessitated an entirely new compilation of an alphabetical catalogue, initiated in 1924. Thus, the first decades of the development of a genuine art library for advanced studies can be summarized as a cumbersome struggle to achieve both the appropriate spatial concepts and the tools that would provide effortless access to the book collection. In this respect the initial phase of the most similar library, the Bibliotheca Hertziana in Rome, which opened in 1913, was run in a more orderly and decisive fashion (fig. 2). For the new library in Rome, which, unlike the one in Florence, started with a notable collection of around five thousand volumes, the first director, Ernst Steinmann – who, incidentally, attended the Congress of 1909 and presumably followed the classification discourse – designed a shelf order whose concept essentially corresponded to the reformed Florentine model of 1912, though with a stronger focus on Rome, echoing the focus on Florence of the Kunsthistorisches Institut’s library. In both cases, a non-hierarchical system of superordinate subject classes (Florence 24, Rome 20) was developed, divisible into four topic groups: topography (including literature on artists), genres (architecture, painting, etc.), neighboring disciplines, and comprehensive literature (journals, bibliographies, etc.). These apparently obvious and expedient solutions were anything but self-evident. They considerably differed from concurrent models pursued for instance in the United States. Furthermore, the contemporaneous discussion on the dogma of the systematic shelf-order initiated by Georg Leyh, who was a librarian at the aforementioned German (in his time Royal Prussian) Institute of History in Rome in the years 1908 to 1910, casts interesting light
on such considerations. Leyh, who later became an outstanding figure in German library science, published a polemical paper against the advocates of systematic shelf ordering in German (university) libraries shortly after his Roman sojourn. He was much more in favor of the "systemless" arrangement he described as characteristic of Italian libraries, not least in the sense of a counter-model to the German dogma. Instead of translating the idea of a strict system of knowledge into a correspondingly inflexible shelf order, the modern library should be organized in the form of a pragmatic arrangement of topical groups and invest much more in the maintenance of good subject catalogues. In his view, the systematic arrangement of books was a theoretical approach that has never been implemented consequentially and thus contradicted readers' requirements. In other words, for scientific work the shelf order of literature was negligible whereas the availability of catalogues and bibliographies was regarded as essential.

Leyh had rather bigger German university libraries and the daily challenge of providing adequate services in mind when he polemicized against systematic shelf ordering, less specific requirements of discipline-oriented research libraries. However, the spatial organization of the German art and history libraries in Florence and Rome was, to a certain extent, developed following his approach: A pragmatic definition of topical groups for rough orientation and accurately maintained catalogues as key tools for navigation are the crucial components of his message. Aby Warburg, on the contrary, was far from such considerations when he shaped the concept of his kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek (fig. 3). This library originated from Warburg’s individual viewpoint and unconventional methods of exploring cultural history, and is thus hardly classifiable according to categories of librarianship. The central topic of this library, the afterlife of antiquity, has been defined as a problem whereby both the collection and the organization of the library provide support and guidance in ‘circling around’ this problem. In the years following 1904, when Warburg finally decided to found a kulturhistorische Station in Hamburg, his library apparently conveyed a chaotic impression, but with the turn of 1920, seeking to become a research institute for a wider public, the library incorporated a more distinct and comprehensible structure. Saxl and the library assistant, Gertrude Bing, designed the system of the ‘movable’ book in order to accommodate specific but changing groupings of books according to the dynamic emergence of research questions. Furthermore, with three colored stripes on the spines, each volume was assigned to specific areas of knowledge and methodological categories on a meta-level, independent from their current allocation. Although Saxl also started work on a systematic catalogue, the highly unconventional shelf concept remained the outstanding navigation tool and element of inspiration. Thus, in Warburg’s library, the traditional principle of systematic shelf ordering was completely reversed. The aim was not to assign any one book to a distinct place in a fixed system or to subject navigation to the system’s logic, but rather to display the multi-dimensional interrelations of the book’s contents in a dynamic knowledge space. Instead of ordering knowledge according to an abstract class system, the Warburg library enabled the creation of individual and accidental orders related to specific problems. The goal was not the localization of already known titles but the discovery of unknown titles and unexpected neighbourhood.

Warburg’s Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek is both exceptional and unique in library history, but it is also characteristic of the climate in the
years preceding the disaster of World War I. On the one hand, art history was still struggling for acknowledgment as a discipline _sui generis_, as emphasized for instance by Adolfo Venturi in 1912, while on the other, a lively discourse on proper art history methods was given due consideration in the context of Wölfflin’s _Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe_, published in 1915. Warburg’s library, despite not being a ‘simple’ art library, has been conceived as a manifesto of a distinct method – or rather of personal research interest and curiosity – and has thus remained an individual case. In contrast, the oldest public research art libraries in Florence and Rome aimed to provide, as comprehensively as possible, literature on Italian art, history, and culture with regional focuses. Their collections did not revolve around specific problems but rather prepared the ground for manifold studies on (Italian) art. In this respect, they can certainly be ranked more alongside bigger museum and architectural libraries in Europe and the United States founded in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. As a result of the initial orderless and conflicting decades of shaping both art history and art libraries, a sort of pragmatic standard (at least in Germany) has been established for the latter, based on good collections and, to a certain extent, good catalogues and convenient shelf systems. Leyh’s practice-oriented considerations and Warburg’s intellectual approach are antitheses in the early history of the modern research library. In terms of shelf order, the counterpoints are the separation and decontextualization of individual topics in the first model, and integration as well as the combination of single forms and traditions of knowledge in the second. It is obvious that the first model was adapted by most, if not all, followers over time. However, Warburg’s intention to correlate knowledge from different disciplines according to _problems_ in cultural history by ordering his library in a flexible and ostensibly associative manner conflicted, in fact, with the very principles of a library. In his time, he was only able to manifest his “itinerarium mentis” in the form of a specific shelf order and with physical books, with the consequence that visitors perceived his library as puzzling. In the present day we have seen how digital technology allows the limits of physical media to be overcome and how dominant the processing of data instead of complex units has become, in particular as regards scientific publications. Could Warburg’s combinators of literary sources from different subject areas thus be performed far more easily with the modern electronic data system or is the ‘physical’ library experience essential when following Warburg’s line of thought (fig. 4)? The endless connectivity and manifold contextualization of data will – as predicted – not only supersede traditional libraries but also dissolve the paradigm of the finalized, non-modifiable scientific publication; “knowledge streams” will replace “knowledge items”. Shell order and library systematics will thus become obsolete. In a further step, everything will be miscellaneous, as David Weinberger has described, emphasizing the advantages and the power of the new digital disorder. Looking back to the epochal changes around 1800 (the abandonment of a coherent order of world knowledge) and 1900 (the establishment of new specific disciplines), each of which had far-reaching consequences for libraries, the miscibility and disorder of knowledge could be the next revolution for the next century. Weinberger closes his description of the “old” library world based – as an example for others – on the Dewey Decimal Classification, concluding that under such circumstances the “library’s geography of knowledge can have [only] one shape but no other.” Thus, it is based on “the law of physical geography”, “not [on] a law of knowledge.” Aby Warburg would probably agree. Similar to
his concept of the library, Weinberger’s plea for the miscibility of knowledge aims to overcome traditional classifications in libraries, to “unfix” knowledge from abstract, inflexible ordering systems. However, it is well known that both the Warburg library and the mentioned art libraries, after one hundred years of existence and twenty years after the digital turn, still exist and are more or less unchanged in terms of spatial structure and shelf order. Essential innovations and alterations occur and are still occurring in the field of catalogues – complementing collections and shelf order in research libraries –, which were initially rather disregarded in most of the cases mentioned. Free access to, and navigation among, bookshelves were aspects that fundamentally distinguished special subject libraries from universal libraries. In view of the current size of discipline-oriented research libraries and their integration into comprehensive functional networks, emphasis is being placed on other fields. Access and navigation have dramatically changed in respect of dimension and quality. This is a paradigm shift as well as a challenge. In any case, the goal to support research work in the best possible manner has not changed, and the same applies to requirements and expectations on quality and expertise.
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